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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Evaluating Efficacy and Safety of Chronic Daily Stimulation with a Multichannel Cochleo-Vestibular
Implant Prototype: The VertiGO! Trial

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Background: Bilateral vestibular function loss is an as-of-yet untreatable disorder causing severe impairment and
discomfort. Since 2012 a combined multichannel vestibular implant (VI) and cochlear implant (CI) device, also known
as the cochleovestibular implant (CVI), is clinically investigated by the Geneva-Maastricht group. This CVI aims to
restore vestibular function in patients suffering from bilateral vestibulopathy (BV). Although recent studies showed
that CVI stimulation enables compensatory eye, body and neck movements, the results so far were limited to
stimulation in laboratory settings in case-by-base study designs. To create more general statements of responses in
the BV population, the VertiGO! Trial presents an alternative clinical trial to investigate safety and efficacy of chronic
daily stimulation of a multichannel CVI in a more rigorous trial setting.
Methods/ design: A randomized single-center single-blind cross-over controlled clinical trial is implemented, focusing
on prolonged daily VI stimulation, including the efficacy of three different stimulation types (i.e. angular modulation

vs. linear modulation vs. unmodulated baseline stimulation), the interaction between the CI and VI while
simultaneously stimulated, and the general CVI device safety. Furthermore, this trial will serve as a proof-of-concept
for a VI rehabilitation program. A total of eight participants suffering from BV and severe sensorineural hearing loss
at the side of implantation will be included. After completion of the CI rehabilitation, the VI is fitted. One day of
baseline testing is planned before three periods of four days of prolonged VI stimulation are scheduled. The efficacy
of VI stimulation will be evaluated by collecting both fundamental (i.e. vestibulo-ocular/collar reflexes and
perception) and functional (i.e. image stabilization and balance) outcome measures. Subjective outcome measures
are included in the form of questionnaires and semi-structured interviews, to further build on the fundamental
knowledge of vestibular organ stimulation while also taking into account the patient perspective. A five-year followup period will order to evaluate long-term CVI performance.
Results: From July 2021, participants are included in the VertiGO! Trial. From October 2021, CVI implantation
surgeries are performed. Per- and postoperative implant telemetry and vestibulo-oculography images, showing well
aligned electrically evoked eye movements, are collected. Together with a more detailed overview of the VertiGO!
Trial protocol, these preliminary results will be presented.
Conclusion: The feasibility and safety of restoring vestibular function by making use of prolonged VI stimulation by a
multichannel CVI prototype will be assessed by a new rigorous randomized cross-over controlled clinical trial: The
VertiGO! Trial.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Radiography-Guided Electrode Insertion During Vestibular Implantation

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Background: The vestibular implant aims to restore vestibular information in patients with bilateral vestibulopathy.
Multiple studies have investigated the feasibility of a clinical device in the near future and results are promising.
However, correct electrode placement remains a challenge. In the intralabyrinthine insertion technique, an
electrode lead is inserted in each semicircular canal with the intent of placing the electrodes in the close vicinity of
the ampullary nerve fibers to optimize stimulation. Fluoroscopy uses x-rays to provide moving images in real-time.
Electromagnetic neuronavigation can be used to compare the live surgical situation with a preoperative CT-scan to
identify anatomical structures. The aim of this study is to investigate these supportive imaging techniques to
improve electrode placement.
Methods: For investigation of fluoroscopic-guidance, six ears of three human heads were sequentially implanted
with electrodes in all three semicircular canals while visualizing insertion in real-time. A CT scan was performed
immediately after each labyrinth’s implantation. Neuronavigation was utilized to implant additional cadaveric human
heads. A fixed distance from fenestration to the center of the ampulla was used and the neuronavigation was used
to guide the surgeon to the correct location for semicircular canal fenestration. For both techniques, on the

unimplanted CT scan the center of the ampulla was determined, while the post-implantation CT scan was utilized to
determine the tip of the electrodes. After fusing of CT images, distances from the electrode tips to the corresponding
ampullae were calculated. A distance <1.5mm was deemed correct electrode placement. Differences with previous
data from “blind” insertion (n=12 electrodes) were calculated.
Results: Fluoroscopy was able to identify the semicircular canal ampullae. Median distances to the target were
0.60mm, 0.85mm and 0.65mm for the superior, lateral and posterior semicircular canal, respectively. Overall, 17 of
the 18 electrodes (94%) were implanted correctly. The mean distance was significantly lower compared to “blind”
insertion (p=0.01). Neuronavigation was able to determine the location of fenestration to obtain correct electrode
placement in 2/2 semicircular canals. Further results are still pending.
Conclusions: Fluoroscopy can provide live visual-feedback during electrode insertion and can consequently improve
electrode placement. Neuronavigation might also be able to improve electrode insertion by determining the ideal
location of semicircular canal fenestration in combination with a fixed electrode insertion depth.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Fluoroscopy-guided Vestibular Implantation

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Research background:
During the last decades, much research has been performed to develop an implantable vestibular prosthesis to
artificially restore vestibular function. The first results of vestibular implantation in humans were very promising, but
current surgical approaches still entail the challenge of correct electrode positioning. In the labyrinthine technique, it
is preferred to only make a small fenestration in the semicircular canals because opening up the canals might induce
hearing loss and loss of residual vestibular function. Therefore, this technique implies an almost blindly insertion of
the electrodes, which led to suboptimal electrode positioning in the past. Fluoroscopy-guided electrode insertion
could help surgeons to overcome this problem. Fluoroscopy is an imaging technique that captures moving images in
real-time using x-rays. It has already been useful in cochlear implantation in cases of difficult cochlear anatomy and
showed some promising results in vestibular implantation of cadaveric human heads, but up until now, it has never
been used in vivo.

The aim of this study was to investigate a new operative technique for vestibular implantation using fluoroscopyguided electrode insertion.

Methods:
We performed vestibular implantation (cochleovestibular implant of the Geneva-Maastricht group, MED-EL
Innsbruck, Austria) using fluoroscopy-guided electrode insertion in 2 patients. In each patient, at first the electrodes
were blindly inserted to minimize radiation exposure. Afterwards, fluoroscopy was used to visualize and optimize
electrode positioning aiming to reach the center of the ampulla. After electrode positioning, electrically evoked eye
movements were recorded and a perioperative CT scan was performed. The results were analyzed using 3D slicer
software, measuring the distance between the electrodes and the center of the ampullas. Additionally, these
obtained distances were compared with previously reported mean distances from our formerly blindly inserted
electrodes.

Results and Conclusion:
Our preliminary results of this new technique for vestibular implant insertion will be presented. Next steps include
more implanted subjects and a thorough comparison between electrode position and the functional outcome. We
believe that fluoroscopy-guided vestibular implantation can overcome the lack of visibility during vestibular implant
insertion, which could lead to better functional results.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Effects of Vestibular Implant Stimulation on Gait during Cognitive Distraction and in Dim Lighting

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Background: Individuals with bilateral vestibular hypofunction (BVH) experience visual instability and postural
imbalance while walking and driving. Previously, Vestibular implants improved performance on posture and gait
tests in a small cohort of individuals with vestibular hypofunction. However, standardized clinical tests of posture
and gait function do not always capture all environmental factors relevant to real-world activities, such as walking in
dimly lit conditions or while focused on a conversation. We examined effects of dim lighting and cognitive distraction
on gait in adults with BVH before and after vestibular implantation.
Methods: Ten participants in the Multichannel Vestibular Implant Early Feasibility Study (NCT02725463) performed
two clinical gait tests: walking 4m at their preferred pace and Timed Up and Go (TUG). Performance, measured as
gait velocity or time to complete the task, respectively, was recorded 3-4 times in each condition. A GaitRite™
system measured gait patterns. For the 4m walk, participants were tested in three conditions: bright light without
distraction, dim light without distraction, and dim light During Serial 7’s downward counting. TUG was completed in
bright light and then repeated during Serial 7’s downward counting. The 4m walk and TUG assessment in bright light
without distraction was done pre-operatively and repeated at participants’ most recent visits (2-55 months after
implantation) with their vestibular implant providing electrical stimulation to the vestibular nerve in treatment mode
(modulated by head motion) and placebo mode (constant pulse rate and amplitude). Within-participant change in

performance across repeated trials from before implantation was compared for bright and dim lighting, distraction
and no distraction, and between each vestibular implant stimulation mode. Cognitive costs were computed and
compared across stimulation modes and distraction conditions.
Results: Relative to testing in bright light without distraction, dim lighting alone did not change gait performance.
However, performance worsened during cognitive distraction. Vestibular implant stimulation in treatment mode
improved performance in every test condition compared to placebo mode stimulation. Velocity, test completion
time, stride time, swing time, and cognitive cost all indicated performance differences between treatment modes
and between distraction conditions.
Conclusions: In individuals with bilateral vestibular hypofunction, motion-modulated artificial stimulation improves
posture and gait performance during cognitive distraction compared to performance during non-modulated placebo
stimulation. Testing gait performance with Serial 7’s distraction improves ability to detect effects of cognitive load on
walking and effects of vestibular implant stimulation on ability to walk without focusing cognitive effort on avoiding
a fall.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Characterization of Intraoperative Electrically Evoked Compound Action Potentials of the Vestibular
Nerve

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Intraoperative protocols have to be further developed to optimize electrode positioning and monitoring
electrically evoked vestibular responses during vestibular implantation surgery. Electrically evoked
compound action potentials of the vestibular nerve (vECAPs) provide an objective electrophysiological
measurement of the nerve response to electrical stimulation. The goal of this study was to demonstrate the
feasibility of recording vECAPs in intralabyrinthine (stimulating and recording electrode in the same
semicircular canal) and traslabyrinthine (stimulation electrode and recording electrode in different
semicircular canals) configurations, to describe their morphology, and to compare their main characteristics.
Ten adult patients undergoing destructive labyrinthine surgery due to vestibular schwannoma participated in
this approved study (ABR NL 54761.068.15; https://www.trialregister.nl/trial/6839) for which they gave
written informed consent. The vestibular intraoperative prototype used in this experimental protocol was
provided by MED-EL (Innsbruck, Austria). It is composed of 4 separate branches. The two outer branches
comprise 3 independent active contacts. We compared the vECAPs measured in a classical intralabyrinthine
configuration (stimulating and recording electrodes in the same semicircular canal ampulla) to vECAPs
measured in a translabyrinthine configuration (stimulating electrode in one ampulla and stimulating

electrode in another ampulla) and described their main characteristics (latencies, amplitude growth
function). Due to the tight time and safety constraints during clinical surgery, Maestro software (v6, MED-EL,
Innsbruck, Austria) was used for vECAPs recordings.
We were succesful in recording vECAP responses using both translabyrinthine and intra-labyrinthine
configurations in 5 out of the 10 enrolled patients. A total of 180 vECAPs were initially identified, but only 26
valid vECAP were selected for further analysis after visual inspection. Within the selected vECAPs, 4 were
recorded in intralabyrinthine configuration and 22 in translabyrinthine configuration. The amplitude of
vECAPs responses increased monotonically with increasing current amplitudes, even though notable
differences are observed across stimulation-recording pairs, both within and between semicircular canals.
Finally, mean latencies for the first negative peak of both configurations showed comparable results to
cochlear ECAPs recorded in humans (360-366 µs).
In conclusion, we demonstrated that vECAPs could be succesfully recorded in both tested configurations, but
transabyrinthine configurations seemed more robust. vECAPs could potentially be a useful tool to optimize
electrode positioning during vestibular implant surgery and could be integrated in the post-operative battery
to monitor device function and improve fitting procedures. Their relevance in respect to clinical outcomes
should still be determined.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Modulating Vestibular Implant Stimulation Using Angular Head Velocity and Acceleration

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
The Multichannel Vestibular Implant Early Feasibility Study (NCT02725463) is a non-randomized, controlled clinical
trial active since 2016 that is investigating vestibular implants as an intervention for people with bilateral vestibular
hypofunction (BVH) who remain disabled despite standard-of-care vestibular rehabilitation. The implant delivers
electrical pulses to branches of the vestibular nerve that innervate the semicircular canals, modulating stimulation
using 3-dimensional head angular velocity measurements from a motion sensor magnetically coupled to the
scalp over an implanted stimulator. Ten participants with severe, adult-onset BVH for >1 year, who had undergone
>6 months of vestibular rehabilitation therapy, and had an intact vestibular nerve underwent unilateral implantation
of the device and received motion-modulated vestibular stimulation 24hrs/day or during all waking hours since
initial device activation, for durations ranging from 0.5-5 years.

Until recently, the system assigned stimulus pulse rate and pulse amplitude as functions
of instantaneous angular velocity. This study investigated whether adding an angular acceleration term to the
stimulation modulation paradigm of a vestibular implant, which effectively adds high-pass frequency dynamics to
the stimulus encoding scheme, can improve video head impulse test (vHIT) responses and dynamic visual
acuity (DVA). Head impulse testing of the implanted canals was used to measure vestibulo-ocular reflex
(VOR) gain and latency relative to head motion. DVA was measured while subjects walked at 0.5-3 miles per

hour (mph) on a treadmill. Eight subjects were assessed during three implant stimulation conditions: constantrate/constant-amplitude stimulation (a placebo control), velocity modulation, and acceleration
modulation. Averaged over all 24 implanted canals, vHIT gain was significantly greater during acceleration
modulation compared to velocity modulation (mean±SD: 0.38±0.18, 0.24±0.17, p<0.001) and significantly
greater compared to constant stimulation (0.38±0.18, 0.11±0.10, p<0.001). Average vHIT VOR latency was
significantly better using acceleration modulation compared to velocity modulation (35±16, 55±25, p<0.001) and
compared to constant stimulation (35±16, 67±30, p<0.001). Parametrized by slope of the decrement in visual
acuity with increasing treadmill speed, DVA was significantly better during acceleration modulation (0.09±0.04 logMAR/mph) compared to velocity modulation (-0.14±0.07, p=0.042) and compared to constant
stimulation (-0.19±0.13, p=0.033).
Adding an angular head acceleration term (i.e., high-pass dynamics) to the modulation paradigm of a vestibular
implant increased vHIT gain, decreased vHIT latency and increased visual acuity during treadmill walking.
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 ABSTRACT TITLE:

Optimization of Stimulating Electrode Array Design for a Vestibular Implant in Rhesus Macaque

 A BRIEF (<400 WORDS) DESCRIPTION OF THE THEME AND TARGET AUDIENCE:
Prosthetic electrical stimulation targeting ampullary (semicircular canal) branches of the vestibular nerve can
partially restore the 3-dimensional vestibulo-ocular reflex (3DVOR). However, current spread can limit activation of a
targeted branch while instead exciting other branches, resulting in misaligned VOR responses. Computational
modeling and archival animal data suggest (1) stimulating electrodes closer to the bone septum between the
anterior and horizontal canal ampulla should more optimally couple stimulus currents to the ampullary nerves of
those canals, and (2) deeper intra-ampullary electrode insertion (to near the crista) should yield better prosthetic
responses, despite greater trauma to the membranous labyrinth.
To test these hypotheses, we quantified 3D VOR responses as functions of stimulating electrode position in two
unilaterally-implanted rhesus monkeys (RhN and RhG). We implanted horizontal, anterior, and posterior ampullae
with linear arrays of three stimulating electrodes (deep, outer-middle and shallow, 0.5 mm center-to-center). RhN
also had inner-middle electrodes on the horizontal and anterior canal arrays. Return electrodes were in common
crus (CC) or beneath temporalis muscle (distant). Stimuli were 200 pulse/s trains of 0-250µA cathodic-first,
symmetric biphasic current pulses delivered with each animal head-fixed and alert in darkness. We recorded
electrically-evoked 3DVOR responses using scleral coil oculography.
We calculated the ratio of VOR responses elicited by the outer-middle versus the inner-middle electrode for
50/75/100/125/150µA stimulus currents delivered using each of four return electrodes (one distant and 3 CC).

Mean±SD outer-middle/inner-middle electrode 3DVOR magnitude and misalignment ratio across all current and
return electrodes for the horizontal canal was 0.52±0.09 and 1.19±0.20, and 0.90±0.11 and 1.03±0.21 respectively
for the anterior canal. For 5 of 6 implanted canals (all except RhG’s anterior), the deep stimulating electrode
outperformed all other stimulating electrodes, maximizing VOR while minimizing misalignment. The distance from
deepest to middle electrode was sufficient to significantly change performance.
Relative to the outer-middle electrode, a twofold improvement in VOR magnitude was achieved by the inner-middle
electrode for the horizontal canal, while marginal benefit was seen with the anterior canal. However, the deepest
electrode usually achieved the best performance. Therefore, if a vestibular/cochlear implant were constrained to
only have one stimulating electrode per canal, that electrode should be at the tip of each shank to provide the best
chance of achieving good performance. Multi-electrode ampullary arrays offer more chances to get at least one
electrode in the optimal position. Enlarging single electrodes might also achieve that goal.
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